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Abstract.
Computational design, in combination with robotic
fabrication, allows the exploration of complex geometrical
differentiation.
Notably, thermoplastic sheet materials offer
great potential for explorations in robotic fabrication due to their
mailable qualities. However, the production of complex shapes from
flat-sheet-thermoplastic materials usually depends on molds or on
time-consuming procedures. This paper introduces a workflow for
the design and fabrication of a double-curved surface made from
plastic sheets, which develops a self-supporting structure through
using robot-aided one-punch thermoforming. The thickness of a
double-curved surface is optimized by applying the Finite Element
Method. Notably, forming thermoplastic into a minimal surface
strengthens its mechanical properties and this takes a relatively short
period of time. According to the relationship between moment and stress
in section, two connected minimal-surfaces form a three-dimensional
I-profile, making it possible to construct a highly material-efficient
structure. Unlike the normal form-finding process, the structure is not
limited to compression-only geometry. Compared to thermoforming
methods such as Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF), our
one-punch forming process described in this paper shows demonstrates
high precision while being less time-consuming. Here, we present a
one-to-one scale working prototype as proof of our approach.
Keywords.
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1. Introduction
The research presented in this paper aims to discover the potentiality of
thin thermoplastic sheets in double-layered light-weight structures through the
employment of robot-aided plastic sheet panel thermoforming. Specifically, the
structure was optimized digitally and fabricated on a one-to-one scale via advanced
computational and robotic methods.
Double-layered structures were explored in different projects using
sheet-materials such as metal and paper. These projects include investigations
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on incremental sheet forming of metal such as the bridge from CITA (Nicholas
2018). However, metal sheet incremental forming is a time-consuming process
and requires much stronger equipment. That is why the light-weight structures
with sheet metal expansion form AA (Erdine 2019) tried slicing off parts of the
metal sheets to deform them more easily. Although this weakened the strength
of the formed panels. And the team from RWTH formed only one layer of
the structure for their light-weight construction (RWTH 2016). The Surface to
Form project from University Innsbruck (Maleczek 2016) built a double-layered,
self-supporting, light-weight structure with thin cardboards, which were folded
and glued.
Traditional methods of plastic sheet thermoforming require a positive mold.
This is done when the plastic sheet is heated above the glass transition temperature,
which becomes pliable, the air is then drawn out and the sheet will develop the
form of the mold. When the temperature of the plastic becomes lower than the
glass transition temperature again, the plastic will harden and keep its form. One
example project applying this method is the ArboSkin from ITKE University of
Stuttgart (Knippers 2013). In this project, all the plastic elements had the same
geometry as the mold. However, in cases with varying target geometries, different
molds will then be required.
For surfaces with complex geometries, the internal stresses are usually
ununiform, which indicates that the optimal structural thickness should not be
uniform either. In this case, robot-aided plastic sheet panel thermoforming brings
new opportunities.
The two most commonly used methods of robotic thermoplastic forming
are Single-Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) and one-punch forming. The
first method can create complex geometry but with relatively low accuracy and
efficiency. One example project is the Single-Point Incremental Forming Workshop from DADA in 2015 (ARA 2015). The second method creates only
geometries like minimal surfaces but with relatively high accuracy and efficiency.
One example of this approach is the wall panels-fabricated in the Extensile Robotic Fabrication Workshop by the Chair for Computer-Aided Architectural
Design (CAAD) at the ETH Zurich (CAAD ETHz 2015).
When a conventional I-beam is bent, the top and bottom skins bear tensile and
compressive forces. Then, the expanded cones transfer shear forces, enabling the
two skins to work in a composite manner. The value of stress follows this formula:
M
σ=
·y
(1)
I
However, I-beams are only efficient for moments in one plane. For complex
loading cases, a three-dimensional I-profile might be the solution (Fig. 1).
According to the stress distribution along the section, two cones connected at the
tipping point should be the shape of a three-dimensional I-profile. Considering
the fabrication efficiency, a minimal surface was chosen as the basic geometry for
thermoforming. Since two-dimensional bending can extraordinarily stiffen thin
sheets (Pini 2016), the weakness of the hollow structure is compensated to some
extent.
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Figure 1. Bending moment and the internal stresses distribution in the section.

To test the entire workflow, a pavilion with double-curved geometry was
fabricated and assembled in a one-to-one scale with a bounding box of 3 m width,
3 m length, and 2 m height. The location of the Pavilion is the gallery area of the
Architecture Faculty of TU Darmstadt, Darmstadt.
2. Digital Design
2.1. FORM FINDING AND TESSELLATION

To obtain geometry with complex internal stress, four point-loads (three on the
boundary and one at the center) were applied to the primary surface (Fig. 2)
instead of reversed gravitational force. Usually, a double-curved geometry is
not compression-only, so the inverse hanging method is applied for form-finding
to acquire a compression-only geometry, which is optimal for materials such
as concrete and brick. However, when more freedom is given to geometry
design or other unexpected external forces are considered, the bending case will
occur. In bending cases, strength against compression and tension is required, for
example, the Elytra Filament Pavilion (Doerstelmann 2015). The geometry of the
Pavilion determined that there will be significant tension on the upper surface and
compression on the opposite. Material such as woven resin-soaked glass or carbon
fibers is then required to bear both tensile and compressive stresses.

Figure 2. Design of the free-form shape.

The generated vault is 3 m wide and 2 m high and was discretized into
smaller-sized elements for fabrication. The triangular mesh was chosen for
tessellation to guarantee that the elements are planar. The aim of tessellation is
to get triangular elements with proper sizes and proper angles to fit the original
geometry as accurately as possible. To achieve this goal, the distances between
every two vertices, the boundary and the distances between vertices and target
surface were restricted in Kangaroo algorithm, resulting in a mesh with 336
elements (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. Target geometry and triangular mesh.

2.2. ANALYTICAL DESIGN PROCESS

The basic idea of this double-layer structure is to convert the bending moment into
tensile and compressive stresses, which will be later translated into the heights of
thermoformed plastic elements. In the elastic analysis, it is not allowed for the
material’s maximum stress to exceed its elastic limit. The elastic limit bending
moment (yield bending moment) can be obtained with the following formula:
My = y W
(2)
W is the section modulus of elasticity. For a rectangular cross-section (Fig. 4):
bh2
W =
(3)
6

Figure 4. Relationship between moment and stresses in case of a beam with a rectangular
section.

For the cross-section of other geometries, the yield bending moment and the
section modulus can be obtained through the following two formulas:
∫A ·dA = 0

(4)

∫A ·ydA = M
(5)
From these formulas, it is quite clear that less material is necessary near the neutral
axis (where the stress is 0).
Minimal surfaces can provide a solution for this approach. Our one punch
method thermoforming with a robotic arm was able to efficiently generate such
geometries. The distribution of material increases with the distance to the neutral
axis when two minimal-surface panels are connected at the tip side.
It is not difficult for one beam to calculate the moment by hand, but for a vault
with double-curved geometry, the Finite-Element-Method is utilized. Karamba
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implemented the Finite Element Analysis in this research. In Figure 5, blue
indicates tension and red indicates compression. The higher the stress is, the darker
the color will be. The illustration shows that there are compression-only parts (both
surfaces are red) as well as bending parts (different colors on each surface).

Figure 5. Top view, bottom view, and perspective view of the FEA result.

The thickness of the vault was calculated from the Finite element analysis.
The mesh surface was translated into a double layer system in which the distance
between the two layers indicated the stresses. Specifically, three hundred thirty-six
triangles were offset using the normal vector for each triangle (Fig. 6). As
the simple normal vector would create gaps, we instead calculated the weighted
average normal vector considering all the vectors of the neighboring triangles. The
weighting here was the area of each triangle. Based on this, the offset was created
in both directions from the input mesh.

Figure 6. Offset along normal vectors (left) and along the weighted average normal vector
(right).

Figure 7. Double-layer meshes.
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3. Robotic Fabrication
3.1. ADAPTIVE FRAME

For the thermoforming process, the edges of each panel had to be fixed. Since
all the 672 triangular panels are slightly different, it was impossible to use a fixed
frame. Instead, an adaptive frame with two adjustable side clips and a fixed bottom
clip (Fig. 8) which can flexibly fit different triangular panels was used. For each
side clip, there are two supports at the backside, against the punching force from
the robot arm. Notably, the suitable angle ranges from 0 to 90 degrees, the suitable
length of edge ranges from 0 to 500 mm and the clips were fixed manually for
thermoforming (This process can also be automated if there are 2 more robotic
arms with clipping tools).

Figure 8. The adaptive frame.

3.2. ROBOTIC THERMOFORMING

Thermoplastic is a plastic polymer material that becomes pliable or moldable at a
specific temperature and solidifies again upon cooling. Because of this property,
it is widely used in our daily life. The most common use is in PET bottles. Since
the thermoforming process is repeatable for thermoplastic, they can be recycled.
However, according to a report from WWF, only 20% of the plastic products were
recycled.
For this research, PS (Polystyrene) sheets were chosen; PS has a glass transition
temperature of approximately 100 °C and a melting temperature of approximately
200 °C. The relatively low temperature-resistance makes it unsuitable for civil
engineering. Still, there is thermoplastic such as PAI with a glass transition
temperature of approximately 260°C. With proper flame-treatment and further
development in material science, thermoplastic could potentially become material
for structural purposes.
In this research, it is crucial for thermoforming to maintain the temperature
between 110 to 150 °C (Fig. 9). For heating, we used an electric radiator. The
heating time was set to 70 seconds, and for cooling down, it was set to 60 seconds.
The robotic arm’s moving route was controlled parametrically by the Grasshopper
plugin Robots developed by Vicente Soler (github.com/visose/Robots) (Soler
2016), and the only parameter controlling the process for each panel was the ID.
The punching vector starts from the centroid of the fixed panel and ends at the
middle point of the line, connecting this panel and its neighbor in another layer.
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Figure 9. Thermal imaging of the forming process.

Figure 10. A: Adaptation of the frame; B: Heating procedure; C: Forming and Cooling
procedure; D, E: different views of the forming procedure.

3.3. CONNECTION AND ASSEMBLING

The connection between the top and bottom layers should ensure the close touching
of the neighbors in different layers. The connection of neighbor triangles in the
same layer is more complex as there are angles between two panels, and the
connection should bear the tensile stress caused by the bending moment. Two
different connecting methods were tested. The first one connects the neighbors in
the same layer on folding edges (Fig. 11); the advantage of that is that the folding
edges bring more strength to minimal-surfaced panels on a local scale. Meanwhile,
the disadvantage is that it needs approximately 450 seconds to fold the edges into
precise angles, so it is much more time-consuming than thermoforming itself.
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Figure 11. Connecting on fold edges.

The second connection is realized through strips using the wasted material cut
from the plastic sheets. In the same layer, every two neighbors were connected by
six R3045 nylon rivets and the strip, which allows some bending deformation to
fit the angles on the two panels.
The different layers were connected by a set of M3 nylon screws and nuts (Fig.
12). This method requires almost no extra time for fabrication. The second method
was chosen because of the time limit. However, it does need a more specific
analysis by deciding the connection method. To get sufficient working space for
rivets, the connection in the same layer had to be completed before connecting
the panels in different layers. The entire structure was divided into six rings from
inner to outer; the connection for an inner ring was completed before connecting
to an outer one.

Figure 12. Connecting through strips.

In this research, minimal-surfaced thermoplastic panels were connected to
build a double-layer structure like the microstructure of the beetles’ shell (Fig.
13). The distances varied from vertex to vertex according to different internal
stresses.

Figure 13. The double-layer structure consists of minima-surfaced thermoplastic panels.
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3.4. THE GROUNDING

According to the tessellation result, all the weight will be applied on three tip
points, which leads to significant extreme stresses there. To reduce the stresses at
supports, the six bottom triangles were removed, and all 12 of their neighbors were
adjusted to make them come into contact with the ground (Fig. 14). The offsetting
vectors for the grounding points were modified to horizontal vectors instead of the
weighted average normal vectors so that all 24 panels in top and bottom layers
were in contact with the ground. For the ground connections, there were folding
edges for these 12 relevant panels. In this way, the contacting area changed from
three points to 12 surfaces, which tremendously reduced the stresses there, and the
connection between folding edges and grounding plate became more stable.

Figure 14. Grounding adjustment.

4. Discussion
This paper introduced a novel workflow of building a double-layered, light-weight
structure with thermoplastic through the employment of robot-aided plastic
sheet panel thermoforming. Robotic thermoforming makes it possible to form
customized building elements without expensive molds. Notably, the one-punch
process is especially efficient for forming minimal surfaces. It is possible to build a
light-weight structure without any other secondary structure but thin thermoplastic
sheets. This is done with the use of the two-dimensional bent thin plastic sheets’
strength against both tensile and compressive stresses, together with FEM based
elements optimization. However, thermoforming will change the thickness of the
plastic sheet as the material loses strength when stretched too thin. To avoid this,
the forming depth should influence the size of the triangle through tessellation.
Besides, the relationship between the thickness and the mechanical properties of
the thermoformed elements as well as the shape of connecting strips should be
studied further by quantitative analysis, which will be part of future research.
Our approach highlights possibilities for efficient customization of building
elements according to structural needs. Flat sheet thermoplastics offer great
potential for robotic manipulation and might help us to design a more
material-efficient built environment.
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Figure 15. The Pavilion in one-to-one scale.
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